The physical side of their work was otherwise slight. The several other
buildings were so ugly and worthless they were only waiting to be torn
down. Out of an old metal bedstead and clean fresh bedclothes, a print on
the wall, a piece of rag carpet, an improvised stand, a wash bowl and a
nicked pitcher skilfully combined with a vase of flowers and a bowl of
fruit, the lovely view through the windows, the living presence of the
Lloyd-Jones Sisters had evoked a miracle to go with the shining waxed-
boards of the floor.
With Aunt Nell and Aunt Jane gone, their 'property' vanished into the
surrounding air—all except their ancestral ground and the buildings
standing upon it to which their spirit had given concrete form. But even
these buildings were suited only to their own school work and, placed
where they were, of no value unless they could be used as farm buildings,
which they could not be. The old octagonal barn in bad repair had been
badly placed, as had the dorrrdtory and servants' building—all were
carpenter-built buildings (no design) and were in such a state of disrepair
that, all things considered, it seemed best to tear them down as they
spoiled the buildings that did express their spirit. All of the active Hill-
side Home School plant other than the 140 acres of farm land (worth about
eighty dollars an acre without buildings) had little or no value. There were
almost no Lloyd-Jones Sisters' 'assets' so called. Were all such gathered into
a heap they would hardly bring one thousand dollars.
What a lesson in the enlivening, characterizing, saving power of human
individuality the old Hillside Home School was! The only thing in which
faith should ever be placed, the only faithful 'asset*. Things grow old and
vanish like that. But individuality once achieved, perhaps by way of the
use of 'things', is immortal—beyond reach of age, or better to say is
developed and strengthened by age—until age itself should bring the
most desirable of qualifications.
These great women possessed such individuality and to such a degree
that where they were, there was consequential order put of insignificance
—the usefulness of even the inferior object, atmosphere, warmth and
light out of nothing.
The Hillside Home School, high-hearted in the service of a great ideal—
such service is too seldom seen'in this world—became toward the end of
its life a kind of eleemosynary institution which the Aunts were support-
ing. Parents who were bereaved or had separated would send their
children to the Aunts. The Aunts would become attached to the children,
the dues would be paid for at a little while and then as various disasters
would befall the parents payments would cease, but the Aunts would
keep the children on and on. And this in so many various forms was the
story until at the end the too many teachers were unpaid; faithful old
employees had not asked for pay in years 5 uncollectable bills mounted to the
impossible. A ledger of accounts which came along with other assets after
tlxeir death shows bills due and receivable of some forty thousand dollars.
Not oije cent collectable.
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